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Centering Thought                                                        “Hold fast to dreams,

For if dreams die
Life is a broken-winged bird,

That cannot fly.”
― Langston Hughes

Prelude In Dulci Jubilo J.S. Bach

Welcome and Announcements

History Minute George McKean Folsom            (1869-1875)

George McKean Folsom was born on February 6, 1837 to Charles
and Susanna S. (MacKean) Folsom in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
He was secretary of his Harvard 1857 class and went on to get a
doctorate degree from Harvard Divinity School in 1866. He married
Susan Cabot Jackson on January 8, 1867 and was ordained in that
year by First Parish of Groton. Folsom was called on February 1,
1869 to be minister for First Church Dedham which had been
without a pastor for 1 1/3 years.

One of Folsom’s Dedham parishioners described him thusly: “He
was a man of the greatest purity and simplicity, honest and sincere.
No o�er of worldly profit or advantage could have made him swerve
from the path of rectitude. He was a faithful friend, and wise
counsellor, a lover of his kind, prompt to follow the dictates of
generosity, a cheerful giver. He was ever ready to see the good in
the character of others, while his extreme modesty led him to
underestimate his own. Incapable of resentment, he was ready to
forgive, although slow to perceive, the fault a�ording opportunity



for forgiveness. He was more apt to take blame to himself than to
take o�ense, a truly unselfish man.”

Folsom played an important role in First Church history, despite
several obstacles he had to contend with. First, he reportedly was a
very mild-mannered man with a presentation characterized by a
parishioner as one of “shrinking and reserve”. Secondly, for the
first three years of his ministry, his wife was seriously ill and
ultimately died in 1871, at which some would “marvel how, as
pastor or preacher, he had time, strength or heart to accomplish
anything.” Folsom’s First Church successor attributed his third
challenge to “the very delicate and critical condition of things
theological at that date prevailing.” Two theological developments
come to mind. To begin with, the American Unitarian Association
had rehabilitated the controversial abolitionist, social activist,
feminist (and deceased) Boston theologian Theodore Parker by
publishing a volume of his writings, Speeches, Addresses, and
Occasional Sermons (1867) as “one of the recognized
representatives of Unitarian thought.” Consequently, a congregant
donated a considerable sum to First Church so long as Parker’s
thought was welcome in its meetinghouse. To continue, as a recent
graduate of divinity school, Folsom was familiar with
state-of-the-art German theological scholarship on Christianity's
origins, context, and textual history. German scholars probed
ancient texts to corroborate the synoptic gospel accounts of Jesus’s
life and ministry. Folsom delivered “a very instructive class for
Sunday-school teachers which Mr. Folsom conducted fortnightly at
his own house. Hase's Life of Jesus was at one time the subject of
study.” Karl August Von Hase wanted to reconcile modern culture
with historical Christianity in a scientific way.” Hase applied the
historical methodologies of examination of primary texts, i.e.
sourcing, and contextualization. corroboration, and close reading.



Hase carefully applied the new scholarship tools to the synoptic
gospels, and where historical techniques did not find su�cient
support, he challenged some of Jesus’s miracles as lacking
substantiation. Folsom‘s lectures allow congregants to become
aware of the application of rationalism and historical methodology
to traditional Protestant verities.

The last challenge of Folsom’s ministry concerned the actual
structure of the church property. “It was," says the same witness,
"while Mr. Folsom was with us that the need for a more
commodious and convenient vestry was strongly felt and, though
the building was not completed till a later day, money was raised
from time to time for that purpose.” One way said the money was
raised was by utilizing Folsom’s eloquence: as a congregant
reminisced, “Mr. Folsom himself contributed largely to the cause
by giving public readings, which his remarkable talents rendered
very enjoyable occasions, and which benefited us by considerable
sums of money." It was gratefully remembered by many who have
enjoyed our improved social and Sunday-school accommodations
that the first contribution toward the new vestry was the proceeds
of Mr. Folsom's readings.

Folsom served as a member and later chair of the Dedham school
committee for several years. His service extended from March 1871
to March 1875, but according to the testimony of a Dedham teacher,
about Folsom, she had " most delightful recollections." Therefore,
it is hardly surprising that in in March 1875, after a ministry of six
years, Folsom resigned the Dedham pastorate and accepted the
o�ce of supervisor of schools in Boston, a position for which many
believed he was eminently qualified. Mr. Folsom died suddenly, in
Boston, on May 20, 1882. In a notice of his death it was said, "He
was as simple and true and genuine a man as ever lived. He loved



his friends and his books. Certainly, his life was not brilliant or
noisy, but it was rich in gentleness and unselfishness, the power of
doing good to others, and the rare gift of di�using happiness."

Introit O Come, All Ye Faithful arr. Robert Vandall

Lighting the Chalice

Opening Words “A Ritual to Read to Each Other” William E. Sta�ord

If you don't know the kind of person I am
and I don't know the kind of person you are

a pattern that others made may prevail in the world
and following the wrong god home we may miss our star.

For there is many a small betrayal in the mind,
a shrug that lets the fragile sequence break

sending with shouts the horrible errors of childhood
storming out to play through the broken dike.

And as elephants parade holding each elephant's tail,
but if one wanders the circus won't find the park,

I call it cruel and maybe the root of all cruelty
to know what occurs but not recognize the fact.

And so I appeal to a voice, to something shadowy,
a remote important region in all who talk:

though we could fool each other, we should consider—
lest the parade of our mutual life get lost in the dark.

For it is important that awake people be awake,
or a breaking line may discourage them back to sleep;



the signals we give — yes or no, or maybe —
should be clear: the darkness around us is deep.

*Hymn #349 (Gray) We Gather Together
We gather together in joyful thanksgiving,

acclaiming creation, whose bounty we share;
both sorrow and gladness we find now in our living,

we sing a hymn of praise to the life that we bear.

We gather together to join in the journey,
confirming, committing our passage to be
a true a�rmation, in joy and tribulation,

when bound to human care and hope — then we are free.

Unison A�rmation
Love is the spirit of this church, and service is its law

To dwell together in peace,
To seek the truth in freedom

To serve humanity in love,
Is our covenant with each other and with God.

O�ertory  Arab Dance from   "The Nutcracker Suite" P. Tchaikovsky

Centering Time The Rev. Rali Weaver

‘Intergenerational Message       The Best Wish a story from Croatia
Retold

Once two angels in heaven were arguing about the souls on earth.
One angel, who was a pessimist, felt that life on earth was all
su�ering. The other angel, who was an optimist about life on earth,
was love and goodness. Finally, they argued themselves into a bet.



The angel who felt people were selfish bet that the other angel
could not find three happy, loving, hope-filled people on earth. In
that instant, the bet was on.

The optimist disguised himself as a beggar and came down to earth.
He began to wander from town to town. Eventually, he came to a
tiny village. There he found three brothers whose parents had died
and left them a meager farm outside of town, a little house to give
them shelter, and a beautiful pear tree that was their pride and joy.

The fruit from this pear tree fed them and brought a good market
price. Each day they took turns, one taking care of the pear tree
while the other two worked the farm. The angel, still dressed as a
beggar, walked down the road that ran through the tiny village until
he came to a small cottage. Its thatched roof seemed to sag under
the weight of the sunlight, and its windows were like eyes looking
out at the world. The front garden was a sea of flowers surrounding
a handsome pear tree.

The eldest brother stood on a ladder, pruning the tree and singing
to it as he worked. “Kind sir, could you spare some fruit from your
tree for a hungry man?” The brother looked kindly at him. “This
tree belongs not only to me but to my brothers,” he said. “But here
is the pear I would have had for lunch. You take it.”

The angel took the pear. This is indeed a good and kind man, he
thought to himself. He walked back to the village, holding his pear
and smiling to himself. The next day, the middle brother was
watching the tree when the angel approached. “Kind sir, I am so
hungry. Can you spare some fruit from your tree?” “This tree
belongs not only to me but to my brothers also,” the middle brother
replied. “But you may have the pear I was going to eat for lunch.”



The angel thought, That’s two. And smiling and waving at the
second brother, the angel made his way through the village.

On the third day, the youngest brother was watching the tree. “Kind
sir,” the beggar said as he approached him, “I am so hungry.
Please, can you spare a piece of fruit from your tree?” “This tree
belongs not only to me but to my brothers also,” the youngest
brother replied. “But you may have the pear I would have for my
lunch.” The angel was elated. Not only had he found three good
people in three days—they came from the same family!

As he waved goodbye to the young man, he decided to reward the
three brothers. The next morning, the angel appeared at the
cottage's front door, dressed not as a beggar but as a wealthy
merchant. The brothers were amazed at the man now standing at
their door. The stranger asked them to take a walk through the
countryside with him. He promised that their fields and pear tree
would be well cared for while away.

The brothers were too awestruck to refuse. He took the three
brothers out to a beautiful meadow, next to a deep and winding
river. He turned to the eldest and said, “Make your best wish.”
Without hesitation, the young man pointed to the sun-filled
meadow and said, “I wish that this was a vineyard, and that I had a
winery and many servants who all called me master.” The angel
tapped his sta�. Vines heavy with grapes filled the valley. A winery
rose next to the river, and soon ships filled with his wine were
sailing all over the world. As the young man walked toward his new
life, the angel called out, “Remember the  poor.”

Next, he took the two remaining brothers to an open pasture filled
with blackbirds. The angel turned to the middle brother and said,



“Make your best wish.” The young man looked over the pasture and
said, “I wish that all these birds were sheep, and that I had a mill
here and had plenty of help to make blankets and sweaters to keep
people warm.” The angel tapped his sta�. Everything the middle
brother had wished for appeared—the sheep and the mill and
plenty of help. Soon ships filled with his wool were traveling all
over the world. As the middle brother walked toward his new life,
the angel called out, “Remember the  poor.”

He took the last brother to the top of a mountain and showed him
valleys and oceans and forests. “Make your best wish,” he said. The
young man looked around and then looked back at the angel. “I
want someone to love me for who I am.” The angel looked at the
young man and paused. “That is a rare wish. We’d better look in the
book and see what we can do.” The angel turned through the pages
of his book and finally spoke. “There are only three women in the
world who could love you for who you are. Two are married. We’d
better hurry to the third.” Soon they arrived at the court of a king
whose youngest daughter was the last of the three women. “Your
Majesty,” said the angel, “I have brought a suitor for your
daughter.” “Another? I have a king, two princes, and a sultan in the
next room. How can I pick the right man?”

Quickly, the angel spoke. “Your Majesty, I have a solution. In your
garden you have five olive trees. Cut a branch from each one and
plant them in a row. On each branch, tie the name of one suitor.
Tomorrow, the branch that is still alive and bearing fruit will also
bear the name of the soul you have longed to marry your youngest
daughter. The king had long hoped for a loving kind man to marry
his sweet young daughter and decided that this magical test was a
good idea because he was too invested to trust his own instincts. He
had the royal gardener plant a branch from each tree. The next day,



the king found that four of the branches were dry and withered. But
oddly enough, the branch with the young farmer’s name was alive
and bore fruit. With much celebration, the young farmer and the
princess were married. Afterward, when the angel took them away
to a small cottage at the edge of their farm he told them both:
“Remember the poor.”

Time passed, and one year later the angel decided to see how the
three brothers were doing. Disguised again as a beggar, he went to
the oldest brother’s vineyards first. He knocked on the door.
“Please sir, a taste of wine for a thirsty man.” “Away with you!”
shouted the brother. “We have had a terrible drought and I do not
have enough wine for my own family, I cannot give any to a
stranger” The angel tapped his sta�, and all of the man’s vineyards
disappeared. “Go back to your pear tree,” the angel said. “You
forgot the poor.”

Next, the angel approached the wool merchant’s mill. “Please sir, a
scrap of cloth to warm my cold shoulders.” “Away with you!” yelled
the brother. “Can’t you see the my sheep have wandered o�, I
hardly have enough to wool to clothe my own family in wool. I can’t
give any to a stranger” The angel tapped his sta�. The mill and all
the sheep disappeared. “Go back to your pear tree. You forgot Gods
poor.”

Finally, the angel walked up the path to the little cottage at the edge
of the woods and knocked on the door. “Do you have a bit of bread
for a hungry man?” Opening the door wide, the young couple took
him by the arm and led him to the hearth. “We don’t have much,
but we have love and we would love to share with you everything we
have,” said the young woman. “I am sorry I can only o�er you
yesterday’s bread because my brothers just arrived and we have



been so busy carrying for them we haven’t had time to bake today,”
said the young farmer. But when he brought the bread out of the
oven, there were several freshly baked loaves of bread. “We have
some thin soup too,” said the wife. But when she ladled it out, the
soup was thick with vegetables and meat. “We only have water,”
they said apologetically. But when they poured a glass for the angel,
sweet wine flowed from the pitcher. The two young people were
astonished. Smiling, the angel took them by the hand and led them
to the top of a hill. There they looked upon row after row of pear
trees and a beautiful house waiting at the end of the row. “This is
what you were able to achieve by planting the seeds of the pear tree
and believing they would grow, and your children, and your
children’s children will live in comfort, because you remembered to
believe and hope that there would always be enough for everyone.”
The couple embraced. For the rest of their lives, they lived in peace,
with their family all around and their doors open to all who
knocked. Hope and Belief and love lead to generosity and so they
never forgot the poor.

Singing the Children to Classes
May your mind be open to new learning
May your lips bring truth into the world

May your heart know love
And your hands do the work of justice,

As you go your way in peace



Reading              an excerpt from  Atlas of the Heart  by Brené Brown

We need hope like we need air. To live without hope is to risk
su�ocating on hopelessness and despair, risk being crushed by the
belief that there is no way out of what is holding us back, no way to
get to what we desperately need. But hope is not what most of us
think it is. It’s not a warm, fuzzy emotion that fills us with a sense
of possibility. Hope is a way of thinking—a cognitive process. Yes,
emotions play a role, but hope is made up of what researcher C. R.
Snyder called a “trilogy of goals, pathways, and agency.” We
experience hope when:

1. We have the ability to set realistic goals (I know where I want
to go).

2. We are able to figure out how to achieve those goals, including
the ability to stay flexible and develop alternative pathways (I
know how to get there, I’m persistent, and I can tolerate
disappointment and try new paths again and again).

3. We have agency—we believe in ourselves (I can do this!).

Hope is a function of struggle—we develop hope not during the
easy or comfortable times, but through adversity and discomfort.
Hope is forged when our goals, pathways, and agency are tested
and when change is actually possible. Unfortunately, there are
times when hope isn’t su�cient to combat entrenched systemic
barriers. It doesn’t matter how much hope we have if the deck is
stacked or the rules apply to some but not others—that is actually a
recipe for hopelessness and despair. We think we should be able to
overcome an obstacle; however, the system is rigged so there is no
possible positive outcome. It’s also important to know that hope is
learned. According to Snyder, children most often learn the habit of
hope from their parents. To learn hopefulness, children need
relationships that are characterized by boundaries, consistency,



and support. Children with high levels of hopefulness have
experience with adversity. They’ve been given the opportunity to
struggle, and in doing that, they learn how to believe in themselves
and their abilities.

Meditation

Reading          Preparing for Christmas: Daily Meditations for Advent
by Richard Rohr

  “Come, Lord Jesus,” the Advent mantra, means that all of Christian
history has to live out of a kind of deliberate emptiness, a kind of
chosen non-fulfillment. Perfect fullness is always to come, and we
do not need to demand it now. This keeps the field of life wide open
and especially open to grace and to a future created by God rather
than ourselves. This is exactly what it means to be “awake,” as the
Gospel urges us! We can also use other a words for Advent: aware,
alive, attentive, alert, awake are all appropriate! Advent is, above all
else, a call to full consciousness and a forewarning about the high
price of consciousness. When we demand satisfaction of one
another, when we demand any completion to history on our terms,
when we demand that our anxiety or any dissatisfaction be taken
away, saying as it were, “Why weren’t you this for me? Why didn’t
life do that for me?” we are refusing to say, “Come, Lord Jesus.” We
are refusing to hold out for the full picture that is always given by
God. “Come, Lord Jesus” is a leap into the kind of freedom and
surrender that is rightly called the virtue of hope. The theological
virtue of hope is the patient and trustful willingness to live without
closure, without resolution, and still be content and even happy
because our Satisfaction is now at another level, and our Source is
beyond ourselves. We are able to trust that he will come again, just
as Jesus has come into our past, into our private dilemmas and into



our su�ering world. Our Christian past then becomes our Christian
prologue, and “Come, Lord Jesus” is not a cry of desperation but an
assured shout of cosmic hope.

*Hymn                          #226 (Gray) People Look East

Sermon    “The Risks and Benefits of Hope”  The Rev Rali M. Weaver

Today is the first Sunday in the Christian Season of Advent, a time
in the cycle of a year that serves as an opportunity to pace myself
and let everything happen in its time. This first Sunday in Advent
speaks of hope, which I feel before every family gathering or
holiday event. I hope everyone will have fun, I hope the turkey will
come out good, the side dishes will be delicious, and the desserts
irresistible. The preparation for Thanksgiving is full of hopes for
the future. Perhaps you can relate?

Jenny and I knew that our daughters would prefer Thanksgiving in
Dedham near their friends, so we invited every extended family
member to join us for a feast at the parsonage. Zoe and Lucy's
Pietraszek grandparents said yes, then my sister and
brother-in-law o�ered to drive my father, then my niece, her
children, and her boyfriend agreed to come. Weeks out with
anticipation, Jenny and I planned a meal for 11. As time passed, the
numbers shrank as Nana got pneumonia, which kept Nana and
Papa home, and we were down to 9. Jenny invited other friends to
come by after dinner for dessert and games, and our dessert menu
grew as our lunch amounts shrunk. I am not trying to give you a
math word problem, just a reminder of Brene Brown's three points
about hope.



Our hope for the holiday started with the simple goal of
thanksgiving dinner at home and expanded to include celebrating
Thanksgiving with friends and family in Dedham. We then took the
steps necessary to make that happen. We invited family, and we
planned a menu and went shopping. We did have to be a bit flexible,
as Brene Brown suggests, due to the limited supply at the grocery
store and our changing guest list. We also made adjustments based
on what we believed we could do in the time we could spend as
much time with our guests as possible. Weighing the options,
adjusting your goals, and considering your values are part of the
process of active hope, which is di�erent from pie-in-the-sky
hope.

Pie-in-the-sky hope is a hope with no basis in practice or trying. I
hope to play the saxophone in a band, but if I don't have a
saxophone and I don't practice and never join a band, it will never
happen. The hope that is not in touch with reality or hope toward
which we take no action to achieve is what I call a pie-in-the-sky
type of risky hope. It makes me think of that old Joe Hill folk song
made famous by Utah Phillips and Pete Seager titled The Preacher
and the Slave.

The song begins:

Long-haired preachers come out every night,
Try to tell you what's wrong and what's right;

But when asked how about something to eat
They will answer with voices so sweet:

(CHORUS:)
You will eat, bye and bye,

In that glorious land above the sky;



Work and pray, live on hay,
You'll get pie in the sky when you die.

The way the story goes is Joe Hill, a Union Songwriter, penned this
lyric to the tune of "The Sweet By and By" after being tired of his
Union Speeches being drowned out by the Salvation Army singers.

And the starvation army they play,
And they sing and they clap and they pray,

Till they get all your coin on the drum,
Then they tell you when you're on the bum:

(CHORUS)
You will eat, bye and bye,

In that glorious land above the sky;
Work and pray, live on hay,

You'll get pie in the sky when you die. (that's a lie)

In the early eighteenth century, Union activists were hoping to
wake workers up to the lies that the Salvation Army and other
religious groups were singing about and how joining the Union
would be a more practical way to work toward the things they
desired.

Workingmen of all countries, unite,
Side by side we for freedom will fight:

When the world and its wealth we have gained
To the grafters we'll sing this refrain:

(LAST CHORUS:)
You will eat, bye and bye,

When you've learned how to cook and to fry;
Chop some wood, 'twill do you good,



And you'll eat in the sweet bye and bye.

Joe Hill was an itinerant farmer who never saw the day when union
workers united in the ways he wished for because he was executed
for a crime he did not commit. His unionizing lyrics, often set to
familiar hymns, galvanized the Union Movement. Many believed
that Hill’s music helped set Unionizers apart from religious groups
with their "pie-in-the-sky" hopes. Unions were not building
castles in the sky; they were actively working for change in this life
rather than accepting the present state of a�airs and believing
things would be better in a promised afterlife.

All religious precepts contain some element of Active Hope not
dissimilar to that seen in the Union organizers. Any promise of a
life beyond this one precious one we are each living at this very
moment is, after all, contingent upon the way we live this one!
“Love thy neighbor…” . . . “Do unto others…” . . . “Be a light to the
world…” As Richard Rohr, an American Franciscan Friar, pointed
out in our second reading, the Christian Advent message of hope is
about longing. A sense of longing is often mistaken for anxiety and
fear in a fast-paced world. Instead, we can choose to let such
longing be a guide, a destination we strive to reach through our own
words, actions, and decisions - through our own living. The sense
of uncertainty that comes with such longing, that comes with
hoping for and striving for a better world just out of reach,
motivates songwriters, union organizers, and creativity of all sorts.
Let it likewise inspire each of us in unexpected ways.

The Advent Season begins with hope and prepares our hearts for
change. Today as we make sense of hope for the future in a realistic
planful way, we must also remember that our most profound hopes,
our most longed-for outcomes, may be something we work for,



knowing that while we will not consistently achieve them, it is only
in actively striving to - sowing the seeds regularly - that we can
create and experience that for which we hope.

When pastors speak of Christ coming again, it is hard to believe
they mean the guy with sandals walking through Galilee. Instead,
they are hoping for Christ as a way of being in the world to come
again. A Christ-consciousness of sorts that will allow us to love our
neighbors as ourselves and open our hearts to be the change we
wish to see in the world.

When we strive to claim the glowing light of the future with joy, our
active hope for change sends ripples into the world. Let us take
random opportunities to plant seeds of hope in the world. Pay for
the co�ee of the person behind you and give money to everyone
who asks, or if you have a penny in your pocket, leave it in the street
- heads up. These small things may seem insignificant, but I think
of them as sowing seeds of hope in the weary world. Sowing seeds
of hope does not have to cost a thing. The only risk to hoping we
change the world is that our small acts of kindness won't have a
ripple e�ect, that they will stop with the person we encounter. Over
time, though, I have found that at least 10% of the seeds I plant will
grow, so it is essential to plant seeds without ceasing in my garden.
Smile at each person we encounter, and say yes when people ask us
for something. Let us work on making a better world by actively
planting seeds of hope wherever we go.

*Hymn                       #345 (Gray) With Joy We Claim The Glowing Light
With joy we claim the growing light,

advancing thought, and widening view,
the larger freedom, clearer sight,

which from the old unfold the new.



With wider view, come loftier goal;
with fuller light, more good to see;

with freedom, truer self-control;
with knowledge, deeper reverence be.

Benediction

Benediction Response

Postlude The Boar's Head Carol


